Automated calculation of the Tei index from signal averaged left ventricular acoustic quantification wave forms.
The Tei index is a combined measurement of systolic and diastolic left ventricular (LV) performance and may be more useful for the diagnosis of global cardiac dysfunction than either systolic or diastolic measures alone. We sought to determine whether the Tei index could be accurately calculated from LV area waveforms generated with automated border detection. Twenty-four patients were studied in 3 groups: systolic dysfunction, diastolic dysfunction, and normal. The Tei index was calculated both from Doppler tracings and from analysis of LV area waveforms. Excellent agreement was found between Doppler-derived timing intervals and the Tei index with those obtained from averaged LV area waveforms. A significant difference was seen in the Tei index, computed with both Doppler and automated border detection techniques, between the normal group and those with LV systolic dysfunction and subjects with isolated diastolic dysfunction. This study validates the use of LV area waveforms for the automated calculation of the Tei index.